A review on hyperthermia via nanoparticle-mediated therapy.
Hyperthermia treatment, generated by magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) is promising since it is tumour-focused, minimally invasive and uniform. The most unique feature of magnetic nanoparticles is its reaction and modulation by a magnetic force basically responsible for enabling its potential as heating mediators for cancer therapy. In magnetic nanoparticle hyperthermia, a tumour is preferentially loaded with systemically administered nanoparticles with high-absorption cross-section for transduction of an extrinsic energy source to heat. To maximize the energy deposited in the tumour while limiting the exposure to healthy tissues, the heating is achieved by exposing the region of tissue containing magnetic nanoparticles to an alternating magnetic field. The magnetic nanoparticles dissipate heat from relaxation losses thereby heating localized tissue above normal physiological ranges. Besides thermal efficiency, the biocompatibility of magnetite nanoparticles assisted its deployment as efficient drug carrier for targeted therapeutic regimes. In the present article, we provide a state-of-the-art review focused on progress in nanoparticle induced hyperthermia treatments that have several potential advantages over both global and local hyperthermia treatments achieved without nanoparticles. Green bio-nanotechnology has attracted substantial attention and has demonstrable abilities to improve cancer therapy. Furthermore, we have listed the challenges associated with this treatment along with future prospective that could attract the interest of biomedical engineers, biomaterials scientists, medical researchers and pharmacological research groups.